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Program hanges take up a substantial part of the entire programming

e�ort. Often a preliminary step of improving the design without altering

the external behaviour an be reommended. This is the idea behind re-

fatoring, a soure-to-soure program transformation that reently ame

to prominene in the OO-ommunity [1℄. Unlike the existing results on

automated program transformation, refatoring does not aim at trans-

forming the program entirely automatially. The deision on whether the

transformation should be applied and how it should be done is left to the

program developer. However, providing automated support for refator-

ing is useful and an important hallenge.

Logi programming languages and refatoring have already been put

together at di�erent levels [4, 5℄. None of these papers, however, onsider

applying refatoring tehniques to logi programs. To the best of our

knowledge the urrent work is the �rst one to onsider this problem.

Most of the refatorings developed for objet-oriented languages are

appliable to logi languages, if we understand methods as prediates and

lasses as modules. One of the most interesting tehniques, \prediate

extration", orresponding to \method extration" of [1℄, is based on dis-

overing a ommon funtionality, enapsulating it in a new prediate and

replaing it with a all to the new prediate (folding). Some refatoring

tehniques, originally designed for OO languages beome even more prom-

inent for logi languages: simplifying onditionals seems to be one of the

most important refatoring tehniques appliable to CLP. Furthermore,

sine logi programs make heavy use of reursion, larifying and sim-

plifying reursive programs beomes essential. In this ontext we suggest

mutual reursion elimination and replaing reursion with logial loops [3℄.

Finally, refatoring tehniques an be designed in partiular for logi pro-

gramming. These tehniques an be based on tehniques (higher-order

programming) or onstruts (ut) spei� for this programming paradigm.

Identifying potential refatoring an be a diÆult task on its own. One

an resolve this may by trying and prediting further refatorings based

on the transformations already applied. Eventually useful sequenes of



refatoring steps an be learned analogously to automated maro on-

strution.

The ideas of refatoring have been applied to a Prolog-CLP(FD) pro-

gram designed by one of our students. Given a soprano melody the pro-

gram omputes the sores for alto, tenor and bass. The aim of the re-

fatoring was to simplify the program to allow a ontinuation projet to

be based on it. As the �rst step in the refatoring proess, onstraints

were simpli�ed and a number of unfolding steps were performed. Next,

ommon funtionality has been identi�ed and implemented as a separate

prediate. These transformations allowed us to improve signi�antly the

struture of the program, making it better suited for further intended

extensions. The overall size has been redued by more than 20%.

Based on this preliminary study we believe that the ideas of refat-

oring are appliable and important for logi programming. Refatoring

promises to bridge the existing gap between prototypes and real-world

appliations by step-by-step refatoring and extending a prototype with

new funtionality. We believe that the experiene of the logi program-

ming ommunity on program transformation is a good basis for a signi-

�ant ontribution to further development of the refatoring tehniques.

Further work on refatoring an proeed in di�erent diretions. We

plan to start with omposing a omprehensive atalogue of the refatoring

tehniques. Next, a theoretial study of onuene of these tehniques

should be onduted. Finally, a tool supporting refatoring should be

built, similarly to the Refatoring Browser for SmallTalk [2℄.
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